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Address Pioneer Float Glass Manufacturing, Inc. 
formerly, AGC Flat Glass Philippines, Inc. 
ASEZ 730 MH DEL PILAR ST. BARANGAY  
PINAGBUHATAN PASIG CITY

Country Philippines

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The company supplies various types of glass for construction including, Coated Glass (Reflective and Low E), Mirror, Patterned Glass, Processed
Glass (Flat Tempered, Curved Tempered, Laminated, Insulating Glass Units) and other products which can be made available through worldwide
affiliates.

CLEAR FLOAT GLASS

A colourless and transparent glass that offers a very high level of light transmittance. Its edge displays a slight green tint and is available from 2mm to
19mm thick.

TINTED FLOAT GLASS

A heat absorbing, transparent glass colored by adding such metals like cobalt, selenium or iron. It reduces the amount of heat flowing into a room
thereby decreasing the...

ULTRA CLEAR FLOAT GLASS

This kind of glass provides extreme clarity for glazing applications requiring minimum impurities in vision, thereby allowing the most natural colors to
stand out

Glass Products are designed to improve the performace of windows and curtain walls be reducing heat transfer, resulting to lower shading coeffiecient
and solar factor. It is highly transparent functions with lower reflectance.

REFLECTIVE COATED GLASS

Reflective Glass has a mirror-like appearance and reflects and absorbs a major proportion of t he sun's heat and radiation. Its glass performance is
dependent o n the type of coating and the orientation of the glass. It is widely used in commercial and architectural glazing as it provides superior solar
control performance therby improving the energy efficiency of the building.

MIRROR

Mirrors are made from top of the line clear or tinted float glass, chemically treated with silver and coated to prevent peeling and corrosion. PFGMI
Mirros are oven cured to maintain durability through the years.
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